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NEUTRON-INDUCED PHOTON PRODUCTION IN MCNP

R. C. Little and R. E. Seamen
Los Alamoe National Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico, United States

ABSTRACT

An improved method of neutron-induced photon Production
has been incorporated into the Monte Carlo tranaport code
MCNP. The new method makes use of all partial photon-pro-
duction reaction data provided by EN13F/B evaluators includ-
ing photon-production croea aectione as well as energy and
angular dietributiona of eecondary photons. This faithful
utilization of ●ophisticat~d ENDF/B evaluations allowa more
precise MCNP calculations for several claseeo of coupled
neutron-photon problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coupled neutron-photon transport probleme often require the uee of Monte
Carlo calculations. An irn~ortant anpect of such calculation is the produc-
tion o f photons at neutron coll:eions. The neutron-induced pho~on production
should be a faithful representation o f the nuclear data evalllation. In par-
ticular, it 10 necessary to aarnple adequately the given energy and ●ngular
diatributima of the ●econdary photons. A method is dencribed here for
improved nautron-induced photon production in the Monte Carlo code MCNP. The
method IS completely continuous in both incident neutron energy and outgoing
photon ●nergy, and faithfully preaervea the intentions of ●valuators.

11. ?ICN?

HCNP1 10 ● general-purpose, continuous-energy, coupled neutron-phototl
Monte Carlo transport code maintained by the Radiation lranaport Croup at the
Loa A.lamoa National laboratory, The code may be mn in any of three modec:
neutron tr,lnaport on..y, photon transport only, or combined neutron=photon
traneport. It la thie laat ❑ode that we concern ourselves with in thiti paper.

In ● coupled neutron-photon problem in ?4CNP, a specified nautron ●ource
is transported through thg geometry of the problom. Photons ●re produced ● t
neutron collioi~Ais, ●nd ● re ●ubmaquantly transported through the geometry ae
v~ll. Since it la these neutron-induced photons that -urva ●s th~ ●ffactive
photon source in th problem, the accuracy of the ensuing photon transport ●nd
of ●ny photon talli~s can be no batter than the ●ccuracy of the initial
description of tha photone. The ●ccuracy of the production of photons is
measured by how well the characteristics of the secondary photonu pro~luced
match tho #pacification@ ot th~ nuclear data ●valuation being ~med.



KNP has accese to nuclear data from libraries in ACE (A Compact ~NDF)
fomat. AC E libraries are produced in Group T-2 at Los Alam~s-from ENDF/B-
format ●valuation using the nuclear data proceeding code NJOY. 2 For produc-
tion versions of MCNP up to and including Version 2C (before February, 1983),
a limlted amount of photon-production data wee avmilable in the AC E libraries.
F o r ●a c h isotope, the total photon-production cross section was tabulated as a
function of neutrcn energy. These total photon-production cross sections
allowed the proper number (or weight) of photons to be produced at neutron
colliaione. However, the only information on the ACE librar{es concerning the
secondary photons for a particular ieotope was a 30x20 matrix of photon ener-
Eies; for each of 30 incident neutron energy groups, 20 equally probable pho-
ton energies were specified. All photons were produced Ieotropically in the
laboratory system. This limited data available in ACE format meant that a
wealth of photon-production information contained in ENDF/B-format evaluations
was not available to MCNP.

We will next describe briefly the photon-production information contained
in ENDF/B-format evaluations.

III. PHOTON-PRODUCTION DATA IN ENDF/B EVALUATIONS

It ie obvioue that the total neutron c oae section in tbt stim of several
partial neutron cross uectione. In ENDF/B, 5 data are provl~ed in Filee 2-5
(MF=2,3,4,5) for the croGa sections f o r ●ach neutron reaction, as well as the
energy and angular diatributiona of any aeconda~ neutrons produced in ●ach
reaction. All of these data for ●ach of the partial neutron reactione are
Incorporated into ACE libraries and are used by MCNP.

Similarly, the total photon-production cross section is the sum of sev-
eral partial photon-production c r o s s sections. In ENDF/BB data are provided
in Files 12-15 (HF=12,i3,14,15) for the c r o s s sections for each photon-produc-
tion reaction, ae well aa the energy and angular distributions of the aecon-
dp~ photons produced in each reaction. In the past, these data we r e not hll
incorporated into ACE libraries (~ee Section II), and thcr~fore were not all
used by 14CNP.

Each partial photon-production reaction 10 attributed to a particular
neutron reuction, for example, (n,2n), (n,fis~ion), (-,p), ~tco The c r o s s
section for a particular partial photon-production reactjon may be either
(1) the cross section for the production of ● discrete-energy photon: or
(2) the cross section for tfie production of a spectrum of photons. One neu-
tron reaction may lead to th~ production o f ●everal discrete-energy photons;
hence, that one neutron reaction would be responsible for several partial pho-
ton-production c r o o s sactiona.

The magnitude of informat 19n availcble in indicated by ueing the ●xsmple
o f the ENDF/B-V evaluation o f A l (MAT=13130 Tape=506). The evaluation
I,lcludee croto mectione for 30 partial photon-production raactionm from neu-
tron inelastic scattering (29 discrete photom ●nd 1 continuum ●pectrum c f
photon energies), 9 partial photon-production r e a c t i o n s for (n,n’)p (8 dis-
crete, 1 continuum), 4 partial photon-production reactiors for (n,p) (all dio-
crete), and 89 partial photon-production reactions f o r radiative capture (all
diocrete). Thus, ● total of 132 partial photon-production reactions exist For
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27Al, each of which hae amociated with it a croaei section, energy diatribu-
tlon, and angular distribution. Furthermore, each of these last three quanti-
ties may be a function of neutron ●nergy. From this example, one may under-
at,and the logic behind the original simplifying ❑odel in MCNP of a 3 0 x 2 0
matrix o f photon energies to be sampled for the production of neutron-induced
photons. Unfortunately, the model la a limiting factor in the accuracy of
certain HCNP calculatiorus. With the arrival of faoter machinee and increased
memory, it 18 poeeible to include and sample from all of the detailed photon-
production information available.

IV. EXPANDED ACE LIBRARIES FOR MCNP

Starting with Version 2D (February, 1983), MCNF has access to crose-eec-
tion librariea that include detailed photon-production information. We call
such libraries ‘*expanded ACE librariea” and proceed here to describe their
contents and relationship to MCNP.

A proces~ing code called ADDGAMhae been written that merges the former
ACE librariee with information from the appropriate ENDF/B tapes to produce
●xpanded ACE libraries. The expanded librarfea contain completely new sec-
tions with partiql photon-production reaction information. ADDGAMproceaaea
the following data from ENDF/B files: photon nultiplicitiee (MF=12,L0-1),
photon transition probability arrays (MF-12,LC=2), photon-production croae
rections (MF=13)0 photon angular distributions (YF=14), discrete photon ent?r-
glee (MY-12,13), and continuum photon energy ●pactra (MF=15). The strategy
used when deciding on a format for the expanded section of the libraries was
to Incorporate the photon-production reaction information in aa nearly the
came form ●a possible aa the original neutron reaction information. For 55
❑aterialn from EN12F/B-V, the total length of the ●xpanded AC E library IS 12.5%
greater than the length o f the same materials on the previous AC E library.

A. Photon-Production Croon Sections

The format of ENDF/B allow photon-production crone sections to be speci-
fied in two ways: (1) the energy-dependent production cross sections may be
given directly, or (2) energy-dependent multiplicities may be given, with the
underetar,ding that the production cross section ●s ● function of nautron
energy is equal to the product of the ●nergy-dependent multiplicity ●nd a spe-
cific ●nergy-dependent neutron reaction crooe section. The data from ENDF/B
●re carried over t o expanded ACE f om a t in whichevar fona they ● re originally
epacified. If production croua sections are given dirmctly in ENDF/B, they
●re simply transferred onto the previously exiccing ACE energy grid. When
mltiplicitiea ●ro given, the (neutron enargy, multiplicity) pairs ●s wall ●a
the spec{fied interpolation schme ● re written to the expandsd AC E library.
The ntucron reaction cross sections, by which the mltiplicitien mst be mul-
tiplied to dttermine production cross ●ectiono, ●re ●lready containad in tha
previous ACE f o r m a t .

When producing a photon, the partial photon-production r~action romponsi-
bl~ for the photon, “1-, is dotorminad in FICNF from:
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where E is the incident neutron energy, Oy J is the photon-production croee
section for partial reaction J, E 10 a ran~om number on (0,1), and Qy,tot is
the total photon-production cross eection. Once reactin~ ‘I” ie chosen, dia-
tributiona appropriate to reaction ‘I” are sampled to detmnnine the direction
and energy of the secondary photon.

B. Photon Energy Distributions

The previous 30x20 ❑atrix o f neutron-induced photon encrgie~ (see Section
II) 16 inadequate for three reaaone: (1) discrete photon lines are n~t faith-
fully reproduced, (2) the high-energy (low-probability) tail of a continuum
photon ●nergy distribution ie not well eampled, and (3) the nultigroup repre-
sentation is not conaiatent with the cont<nuoue-energy nature of MCNP.

Figure 1 illustrates some problems associated vith the previous 30x20
matrix of photon ●nergiee. The plot is for titanium (ENDF!B-V) w!rfi an ifici-
dent neutron energy of 1.OE-11 MeV. The histogram 18 the secondary energy

1

Fig. 1. The eecondary photon energy distribution for
radiative capture on titanium, The histo~ram is the spec-
trum given in ENDF/B-V for an incident neutrcm energy of
1.OE-11 MeV. Each of the arrowa at the top of the curve
Indicstea one of the 20 equally probable photon energies
used LO represent the hietogram rliatribut,ion in the orig.
inal ACE f o n a a t .
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spectrum specified in the
producing photons at this

evaluation (for radiative capture, the only reaction
energy). The 20 arruwa at the top of the plot rep-

resent the 20 ●qually probable photon energies contained on the ACE libra~-
for the loweet-ene=gy neutron group. The difficulty in representing a contin-
uous spectrum with discrete energies is ●violent. Not evident in the simple
example shown in Fig. 1 are the additional difficulties of using 20 discrete
●nergiee to represent a combination of ~~iy photon ener~ distributions inte-
grated over a neutron energy group.

The biggeet advantage of ●xpanded ACE fomat ie that MCNP now has enough
Information available to eample the secondary photon ●nergies exactly ae the
●valuator intended. After the code has used the partial photon-production
cross eectione to eample the partial photon-production reaction, the secondary
photon ●nergy distribution corresponding to that reaction is sampled. Recall
that there are only two type~ of photon energy distributions allowed in the
format of ENDF/B: di~crete energies and tabulated spectra.

The discrete energy photonB are, of course, trivial to sample. The eecon-
dary photon energy, E ‘, is simply calculated as either

Eg’ = Eg ?non-primary photon)
or Eg’ - E

J
+ {A/(A + 1)} * (En) (primary photon)

where A is the atu c weight ratio of the target material and En la the
incident neutron ●nergy. The parameter, Eg, given by the evaluator, la the
secondary photon energy for non-primaky photons or the binding energy for pri-
mary photone. Discrete photona are often valuable in the sense that they are
signatures o f a particular isotope. These signature photons now may be easily
ueed to compare experimental results to MCNP calculations.

The second type of distribution ie a tabulated spectrum of eecondary pho-
ton ●nergies, for ●xample the histogram in Fig. 1. The interpolation between
adjacent photon energy points la specified to be either hietogram or l~near-
llrear. Tabulated distributions are sampled exactly in MCNP for both inter-
polation schemes.

C. Photon Angular Distributions

Most eecondary Fhotone from ENDF/B-V evalubtione are epecified to be pro-
duced i60troplcally in the laborato~ system, ae wae aeeumed in the old ver-
eion of MCNP. There are exceptions however, including secondary photone from
certain reactions with C, 14N, ●nd ~60.

The current version of MCNP no longer ●ssumes that all neutron-induced
photons are produced iaotropically. All non-ieotropic photons have their
angular dietributione represented in ●xpanded ACE fomat by 32 equally prob-
able cosine bins. This is the came treatment given to secondary neutron ●ngu-
lar difitributione. An example of ● secondary photon angular distribution for
Carbon la bhown in Fig. 2. The photon is from the (non’) reaction with an
incident neutron anargy of 7.5 tleV. The ●olid curve la th~ distribution ●s
given ~.n ENDF/B-V; tha histogram represents the 32 equally probable cosine
bins sampled by MCNP.

~. Suunnary of Expanded ACE Libraries in MCNP

Tha ●dvancngeo to MCNP of having ●ccaas
●xpanded ACE format ● ra cuggoeted Lg Fi8. 3.

5

to photon-production data in
With ACE format ●lona (hft side
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Fig. 2. The angular dietribu Ion for eecondary pho-
tone from inelaetic scattering on ! b. . ~ne emooth curve

P

ie the given dlatribution in ENnF/B-V for an incident neu-
tron energy of 7.5 MeV. The hi~togram is the 32 equally
probable co~ine bin repreeentatlon used in expanded ACE
format.

What Type of Reaction?
ACE Format Ezpand~d ACE Format

t-”~+”+-’td

Fig. 3. The procedure for selecting the type of neutron re~ction and
type of photon-production reaction at a neutron colli~ion. The left-hand-aide
ie MCNP Vernion 2C with the original ACE format; the right-hand-eide ie MCNP
Version 2D with expanded ACE fomnat.



of Fig. 3), there is a sharp contrast between the mechanisms used to sample
neutron reactions that produce secondary neutrotm, and those that produce
secondary photons. The neutron reactione me mmpled exactly, and any aiecond-
ary neutrona produced leave the collision with energies and directions sampled
from distributions appropriate to the particular reaction. Conversely, there
are no photon-production reactions to sample; hence no secondary photon dis-
tributions specific to particular reactionr.

With expanded ACE format (rSght side of Fig. 3), there is complete syunne-
try between the mechanlsma used to sample neutron reactions and photon-produc-
tion reactions. The photon-production reactions are sampled exactly, and any
seconci.!ry photons produced leave the collision with energies and directions
sampled frcm distributions appropriate to the particular reaction. As Table 1
indicates, the precision of secondary photon production in MCNP is now commen-
surate with that of secondary neutron production.

Notice that two random numbers are u6ed, one to choose the neutron rzac-
tion, and one to choose the photon-production reaction. The types of colli-
sions are completely uncorrelated. For example, one might sample an (n,2n)
reaction with 235U and then decide that a photon produced at the same colli-9
aion was the rewlt of a fiselon reaction. This method is perfectly accept--
able as long as one 16 aot trying to ccmeerve integral quai~titics on a per-
collision basis. In fact, this method is genezally the only method avail-
able. It IS required because of the way data are presented In ENDF/B evalua-
tion, which itself is baeed on the way experiments are carried out. particu-
larly at high neutron energies, it is difficult to distinguish a pht=ton pro-
duced from an inelastic scattering reaction with cne produced from an (n,2n)
reaction or with one produced from radiative capture, etc. Thus ●xperimental-
ldtS tend to report, and evaluators tend to present, one neutron energy depen-
dent photon-production cross section and one eecondary photon energy spectrum
from ““all’” neutron reactiona, rather than several production crotie sections

Table 1. HCNP Sampling of Physical
Properties of Neutror, Collisions

Photon- Photon-
Neutron Production Production
Reaction Reaction Reaction

(ACZ Format) (Expanded
ACE Format)

Type of ReactIon EXACT NOT SAMPLED EXACT

Number of Secondary EXACT EX.CT E~CT
Pazticles

Secondary Angular VERY GOOD NOT VERY GOOD VERY GOOD
Distributions

Secondary Energy VERY GOOD NOT VERY GOOD EXACT
Distributions
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and spectra from epecif%c neutron reactione. So it lo very difficult, if not
impossible, to completely correlate the neutron reactf.on with the photon-pro-
duction reaction.

There is a time penalty associated with the use of ●xpanded photon-pro-
duction data in MCNP. This penalty 18 extremely problem dependent, varying
with such factors as what materials are in a problem and what ●nergy spectmm
of neutrons 1.s involved. Typically, however, one may expect a 10-15% increase
in running time.

V. RESULTS

Ma,~y problems have been run using the new method of phaton production In
MCNP. In Fig. 4, we illustrate the improvement observed in calculation of the
neutron-induced photon leakage from a 20-cm ~adlus magnetite (160,Ti,Fe)
sphere with a central 14-MeV neutron saurce. The photon leakage is plotted
ae a function of photon energy group. Group 1 is from 9-20 MeV and Group 12
is from 0.01-0.1 MeV. The s.~lid line represents results from the ONETRAN dis-

5 while the dashed line is from MCNP.crete ordinates code The upper plot
I-ighlights obvious problems with the old MCNP photon-production method. There
is a complete lack of agreement between MCNP and ONETMN for photon energies
greater than 2 MeV. The MCNP curve in the lower plot has been calculated ti.th
expanded photon-production data; the agreement between MCNP and ONETWN is
quite good.

Several types of calculation benefit from faithful reproduction of dis-
crete-energy photou lines, in particular any calculation in which a discrete
line is used as a sjgnature of an isotope. IJlth eqanded photon-production
data, the effective resolution of MCNP is perfect for discrete lines. The
improvement IS apparent in Fig. 5 where we plct the neutron-induced photon
leakage spectrum from a 11.2-cIu radius Cu sphere with a central 14-MeV neutron
source. The solid line is MCN!’ with expanded photon production; the dashed
line is MCNP without expanded photon production. At first glancz, there ap-
pear to be many more discrete lines represented with the old calculational
❑eth~d, but most of these are simply manifestations of the 30x20 matrix of
photon energies. Conversely, the peaks in the spectrum calculated with ex-
panded photon-production data are real, representing discrete photon energies
from Cu of 0.67, 0.77, 0.962, 1.115, and 1.326 MeV. (The 0.511 MeV annihila-
tion peak is evident in both curves.)

VI. CONCLUSIGNS

The amount of photon-production data available t o MCNP prior to expanded
ACE format cross-section lib;ar<es was clearly inadequate for certain classes
of coupled neutron-photon transport calculations. The inclusion of detailed
photon production information in expandeti ACE libraries, and the use of this
information in MCNP, ha~ greatly improved the situation,

All difficulties associated with the previous 30x20 matrix of neutron-
induced photon energies (see Section IV.B) have been eliminated, in parcicu-
Iar: (1) discrete photon lines are faithfully reproduced, (2) continuum

.
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Fig. 4. Calculated photon leakage spectra
from a magnetlce sphere with a central 14-MeV
neutran source. Group 1 Is from 9-20 MeV and
Group 12 is from 0.01-0.1 MeV. In both curves,
the solid line represents results from the
ONETRAN discrete ordinatee code while the daehed
line IS from MCNP. The MCNP results in the up-
per curve were calculated witl~ data in the orig-
inal ACE format; chose in the lower curve were
calculated with data in expanded ACE format.

photon energy dietributiona are eampled exactly, and (3) the production of
photons ia completely continuous in both incident. neutron energy and necondary
photon energy.

The glory of Monte Carlo tranaport codes Ie that one may model the geome-
try and particle transport in difficult probleme nearly exactly. In reproduc-
ing the intentions of evaluators, the nuclaar data ehould be used in a manner
that 1s no less exact. The method deecribed here of handling photon
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Fig. 5. Neutron-induced photon leakage
spectrum from a Cu spher . The solid line IQ
MCNP with expanded photon-production data; the
daehed llne 16 MCNP with data in the original
ACE format.

production at neutron collieione la a gign!ficant advancement in the faithful
utilization of sophisticated ENDF/B evaluations.
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